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AN APPROACH TO PARALLEL ALGORITHM DESIGN (*) (*)
by G. GEORGAKOPOULOS and A. STAFYLOPATIS (2)

Abstract. — Effort dedicated to the analysis of parallel computation has mainly focused in the
direction ofjïnding parallel algorithms for spécifie problems. On the other hand, there is a need
for gênerai purpose tools for "automatically" assigning complex tasks to parallel Computing
machines {compilers for parallel machines provide an example). In this paper, we describe an
approach for fïnding an optimal, in some sensé, schedule for assigning tasks to a set of parallel
processors. Finding this schedule remains an NP-complete problem in the gênerai case, but our
définition allows us to solve it in polynomial time f or a large class of task graphs and a large class
of machine architectures. Point symmetrie graphs and their gêneralization play an important rôle,
and some of their properties are discussed.
Résumé. - L'effort dédié à l'analyse du calcul parallèle a surtout visé la recherche d'algorithmes
parallèles pour des problèmes particuliers. Cependant, il est nécessaire de développer des outils
généraux pour l'allocation « automatique » de tâches complexes à des machines parallèles (voir par
exemple le cas de compilateurs pour machines parallèles): Nous présentons ici une approche qui
permet de trouver une politique optimale, dans un sens, pour allouer des tâches à un ensemble de
processeurs parallèles. Il s'agit d'un problème NP-complet au cas général, mais notre définition
permet de le résoudre en temps polynomial pour une large catégorie de graphes de tâches et pour
une large catégorie d'architectures. Les graphes symétriques et leur généralisation jouent un rôle
important et nous en discutons certaines propriétés.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC DEFINITIONS

Graphs have been largely used so far in modeling the two fundamental
notions in computer science: the computation and the machine.
We consider the computation as a complex job composed of simpler tasks,
which are represented as the vertices of a graph G = (V, E). The edges of the
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graph are determined by the relation a -• p, defined between tasks, which is
used to dénote that task a is prerequisite for task P, i.e., task P may begin
exécution only after the completion of task a. A basic attribute of a task is
its duration, a natural number denoting the time units necessary for the
exécution of the task. The graph is considered to be equivalent to a partial
ordering, i.e,, to be directed and acyclic.
These tasks are processed by a machine consisting of a number of interconnected processors, also modeled by means of a graph. The pattern of connections is represented by an undirected graph M=(P> L). Vertices represent
processors and if two vertices a and b, correspond to two directly linked
processors, then an edge (a, b) is included in the edge set of the graph.
The most important feature here is the distance between two processors a
and b. It is realistic, especially for VLSI circuits, to make the following simple
assumptions:
1. The distance between two connected processors is of unit length.
2. AU processors are capable of processing every possible task.
3. The processing speed is the same for all processors and all tasks.
4. If processor a can communicate with processor b then also b can communicate with a.
We thus obtain an undirected connected graph M=(P, L), where for
a, be P we are interested in a distance function A (a, b) defined as follows:
• If (a, b)eL then A (a, b)= 1.
• Otherwise, A (a, b) is equal to the length of the shortest path from a
to b.
(However, the restriction to edges of unit length is not indispensable. If
edges are allo wed to have arbitrary length, then A {a, b) can be defined as
the length of the shortest path from a to b.)
To détermine how the computation will be carried out, we first need a
parallelization function II : V-> P, which dénotes that a task aeV will be
processed by processor II (a). We also need a timing function X: V~^JV,
which dénotes that the exécution of a task a e F will start at time X(a).
Two types of relationship must be respected:
• the precedence relationship, which is expressed by the edges in G. If the
duration of a task a is x (a) time units and its exécution started at time
instant ^(a), then the exécution of a task (3 which dépends upon a (a -> p),
may start only after a has finished, namely
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• the concurrency relationship. Each processor can deal with only one task
at a time. Hence, if two tasks are executed simultaneously, they must be
processed by different processors. Thus, if
[X(oc), *(a) + T(a)]n[Jr(P), JT(p) + x(P)]#0, then I I ( a ) / I I (p).
We now have a model representing the idea that "a computation is
performed in parallel by a machine". There are many possible ways to carry
out a computation. Our problem is how to fînd and evaluate these possibilities. What we are actually expecting is to perform a computation within a
tolerable cost range, where the major components of the cost are the computation time cost and the cost of interprocessor communication,
The time cost is the interval from the moment the first task started
exécution to the moment the last task finished its exécution:
r=max(y(a))-min(J!f(a))

(1)

where, for every task a, we define the function
The communication cost is the sum of ail distances A (a, b), such that the
distance A {a, b) is taken into account each time processors a and b communicate with each other. Two processors communicate if one of them transmits
data to the other, Le., if the task processed by one is prerequisite to the task
processed by the other. Obviously, this situation corresponds to an edgé of
the graph G. Hence, the communication cost will be given by:

c= £ A(n(a),no))

(2)

(a, P) e E

We are now in a position to formulate a model for the exécution of
computations on a network of processors.
Given
• a computation G= (V, E), together with a duration function x : V-+ Jf,
m a machine M= (P, L)9 together with a distance function A : P x p -> jf ^
m cost bounds Tm, Cm for time and communication,
fînd
• a timing function X\ V ^ JV,
m a parallelization function II : F-> P,
such that T^Tm and C^Cm.
The range of tolérance for the costs can be described in various ways. In
early work done around 1970 [6, 7], the bound Cm was in fact equal to
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infinity, since the main interest focused on computation time. Other
approaches consider bounds on the total cost, i.e., that T+ C^Sm [1], Moreover, a practical limitation is the usual assumption that all processors can
directly communicate with each other, i.e., that A(a, b)= 1, for all a, b, (which
means that our machine M=(P, L) is a clique [3, 11]).
During the last years, there is an increasing effort in analyzing machines
where processors are not fully connected. There is something common in all
these approaches: they try to reduce the cost (T, C) in a single step. This is
due to the fact that minimization of computing time implies increased parallelism (hence, communication cost), whereas minimization of communication
means using a single processor, thus leading to a trivial problem. We introducé here the idea of applying an ad hoc but reasonable condition of parallelism and of scheduling the computation in two steps: first lïnd a non trivial
parallelization II and then a timing X. The first results in this direction are
presented in the following section.

2. MAIN RESULTS

Consider a computation graph G = (V, E) and two tasks a and p such that
a > < (3, i.e., none of the two tasks is prerequisite to the other. Then, oc and P
are parallelizable, in the sense that they could be processed simultaneously.
We can define, therefore, a parallelizability relation par {a, P) and ask for a
parallelization that respects this relation and assigns parallelizable tasks to
different processors. Given such a parallelization, we may hope that a good
timing can be found, since tasks that could be processed in parallel have
already been assigned to different processors and, in principle, can be processed simultaneously. Our aim is to provide a suitable relation par (oc, p), such
that a parallelization can be obtained in polynomial time.
Let G' = (V, E) dénote the computation graph constructed from G by
removing ail transitive edges, Le., ail edges (x, y) such that there exists a path
from x to y. We define par (a, p) to hold between two tasks whenever a, p are
siblings in this graph, i.e., if and only if there is a task y e F, such that
(y, a) e E and (y, fi)eE'. This does not mean that these tasks will always be
exécutable in parallel immediately after their father has been executed, but it
is considered a "safe" policy to attach them to different processors. Let H
dénote the largest subset of F, such that if a, $eH then par (a, p). We will
suppose for simplicity that | / / " I ^ P ] , i.e., that there will always be enough
processors to process simultaneously ail parallelizable tasks of the graph.
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We will be interested in fïnding a parallelization II that respects the relation
par, i.e., such that par {a, P)=>n(a)^IT(|3). We thus modify the original
problem keeping the same data but asking for:
• a parallelization II respecting the relation par and having cost C ^ Cm,
• a timing X respecting II and having cost T^ Tm.
In what follows, we investigate the first problem.
PROPOSITION 1: Given a computation graph G = (V, E) and a machine
M=(P, L), then finding a parallelization II that respects the relation par and
has cost less thon or equal to Cm, is an NP-complete problem.

Proof. The proof comes from a réduction of the Optimal Linear Arrangement problem (OA) and a restriction of our problem to a machine M
consisting of a linear array of processors. OA is an TVP-complete problem
([8], p. 200). Our problem obviously belongs to NP: it can be verified in
polynomial time that a given parallelization respects par and its cost can be
computed. By the réduction given below, it follows that our problem is also
TVP-complete.
An instance of the O A problem consists of a graph A = (Va, Ea) and a
number K0A, and asks whether there exists a mapping ƒ: Va -» (1, . . ., | Va |)
such that the cost-sum D of abs(f(u)—f(v)) over all edges (u, v) of A is less
than KOA. For each instance of O A we construct an instance of our problem,
with an array of processors pp j= 1, . . ,, | Va \, and a computation graph G
defined as follows. (i) For each node Uj of A we define a corresponding node
Uj of G. (ii) For each edge (ui9 Uj) of A we define a corresponding node Ei}
of G. (iii) We define a special node R of G. (iv) We define in G ail edges
(Eip Ut), (Eip Uj), and ail edges (R, U{). Now, by the définitions above,
par(Ut, Uj) holds for ail i,j, so Ub Uj must be^assigned to different processors, whereas Eip R are free to be assigned to aiiy processor. We can prove
that the graph A can be arranged with cost D less than KOA if and only if
the so constructed computation graph G can be assigned to the machine M
with communication cost C, less than Cm = KOA + CR, where CR is a constant
that will be defmed below.
If Part. As par(Ut, Uj) holds for ail i,j, in order to obtain a minimum
communication assignment, the tasks Up j= 1, . . ., | Va |, must be assigned to
the | Va\ processors one to one; consider that Uj is assigned to pf(Ujy Let CE
dénote the communication cost corresponding to the nodes Eip Each task
Etj is free to be assigned to any processor of the array in the range from
Pf (ui)to Pf (u •)>tnus contributing to the communication cost CE by the quantity
abs(f(ui)—f(Uj)). The node R is free to be assigned to the "middle" processor
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minimizing its communication cost to the Uj nodes to the value CR. (If
| Va | = 2 /+ 1 then CR will be equal to ƒ (/ + 1); if | Va | is even then CR will be
defmed in an analogous manner.) We keep the same ƒ for assigning nodes Uj
of A to positions 1, . . ., | Va |. The arrangement cost D will be equal to CE,
while the communication cost C is equal to CE + CR. By the above définitions,
D will be less than KOA if C is less than Cm = KOA+ CR.
Only If Part, Let the nodes of A be arranged by ƒ, with optimal cost D
less than K0A. We assign each Uj to processor/^(u.)9 each Etj to any processor
in the range from pf{Ui) to pf (u.)3 and R to the middle processor. As before,
we will have C=D-\-CR, so D can be less than K0A = Cm— CR only if C is
less than Cm. •

8,11,12

3,7,9

9 10 11

12 13

0,1,6,10

Figure 1. — A tree computation assigned to a ring graph.

There are, however, cases of parallelization problems that can be solved in
polynomial time. If the computation graph G is restricted to be a tree5 the
problem can be solved in polynomial time for a wide class of machine graphs.
This case will be the subject of the remaining of this section. We will first
discuss a fundamental example, and, in the sequel, will prove that a whole
subclass of the parallelization problem, which is of great practical importance,
can be solved in polynomial time.
PROPOSITION 2: The problem of the optimal parallelization for a
computation G and a machine M can be solved in polynomial time, if the
machine is a ring and the computation is a tree.

Proof. We assign the descendants of a node symmetrically around it at least
distances (i.e., one child is assigned to the same processor as the parent node
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and the remaining children on the left and right of that processor in a
balanced manner) and proceed recursively upwards (see fig. 1). Since trees
can be "shifted" along the ring without changing the communication cost,
the whole assignment will be optimal. •
The key argument that, if we have the optimal parallelization for a subtree,
then we can "move" this subtree on the ring of processors without disturbing
the optimality of its parallelization, is meaningful, since the ring is a very
simple graph (there is a direction and only one). We will now ex tend this
notion of "shifting" on gênerai graph structures.
Consider a graph M=(P, L) with distances between its nodes, as defined
in the introduction, the distance between two adjacent nodes not being
necessarily equal to 1. A consistent displacement on this graph is a bijection
of the set of vertices to itself, $ : P —> P, that preserves the distances between
nodes, Le., À (a, b) = A(Q>(a), <£(£)), a, beP. (Obviously, since O is a one-toone mapping, it suffices that distances between adjacent nodes be preserved.)
Note that if the distance between two adjacent nodes is set to one, then
"consistent displacement" is a notion equivalent to "isomorphism". We will
be interested in step displacements, namely in those consistent displacements
where there is a node/? that is shifted to a node adjacent to it, Le.,
(p,®(p))eL.
Finally, an affine graph is defmed as a connected graph, with a length
defined on each one of its edges, such that for each node p and every node q
adjacent to p there exists a step displacement which maps p to q, Le., <D (p) = q.
In the case where the distance between two adjacent nodes is equal to one,
this notion reduces to the one of point symmetrie graphs [10] or vertex
transitive graphs [4, 13]. If we assign a tree to an affine graph, then its root
and the whole tree subsequently, can be shifted by one position in an obvious
manner, namely, by considering the node p of M corresponding to the root
of the tree and a step displacement O mapping p to one of its adjacent nodes.
Each node of the tree is then mapped to a new node of the graph following
the displacement <D.
The next proposition is the natural extension of the last one and states
that the optimal parallelization problem for a tree can have a very efficient
solution in the case of affine graphs, namely of a large class of graphs. In
fact, affme graphs provide a generalization of point symmetrie graphs by
allowing the définition of appropriate valuation on the edges. Thus, beyond
rings, doubly connected grids (torus) and infinité plane grids are affme graphs,
even if distances between adjacent nodes are different on different directions.
Also, regular polyhedra are affme, whereas, generally, bipartite graphs or
vol. 27, n° 2, 1993
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grids are not. The practical relevance of these considérations is enhanced by
the fact that there exist machine implementations of doubly connected grids,
as well as of bipartite graphs.
PROPOSITION 3: The problem of the optimal parallelization for a computation
G and a machine M can be solved in polynomial time, if the machine is an
affine graph and the computation is a tree.

Proof Consider a task tree G=(K, E) and a machine M=(P, L) whose
connections are as described above. Let W be a subtree of G. The cost of
the parallelization II: F->P is the sum of the distances A(II(a), II(P)) over
all the edges (a, (3) of the graph G, The set of edges (a, P) can be partitioned
into three catégories: (1) a, p in W, (2) a in W, P not in W, and (3) a, P not
in W. Case (2) implies that a is the root of the subtree.
Let us now consider a mapping <I> from M to itself producing a consistent
displacement, as discussed before, and let us "shift" only the tasks in W,
thus defining a parallelization II', such that II' (a) = 11 (a), if a not in W, and
n'(a) = O(n(a)), if a in W. We can observe the following in relation to the
three cases considered above. The distances are not modified in case (1), and
tasks satisfying the par relation are still assigned to different processors
(O is a one-to-one mapping). The distances are modified in case (2), as the
connection of the root of Wis modified. There is no concern about par (oc, P)
in that case. Finally, the distances are not modified in case (3), and tasks
satisfying the par relation are still assigned to different processors.
Hence, II' is a new parallelization of the tasks and the only altération it
causes to the cost with respect to II is due to change of distance on the
connection of the root of W with its parent node. Suppose that this root is
assigned to processor p0 and that, if it was assigned to processor pk, the cost
of the connection with its parent node would be less. There is a path in M
from p0 to pk and since M is an affine graph, it is possible to find for each
pair of successive nodes on this path a displacement mapping one node to
the other. If <I> is taken as the composition of the above displacements, we
can shift the subtree W keeping all communication costs constant except for
the cost concerning its root, which is decreased, thus decreasing the total
cost.
Consider now a processor p and let P l s P 2 , . . . be the sets of processors
at distances 1, 2, . . . from it respectively. If p processes the task p, then the
least communication cost is achieved by assigning one descendant of p to
processor p, \P1\ of the descendants of p to the corresponding processors of
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the lst level,|P 2 | to the 2nd level, and so forth, proceeding at least distances
from/?.
We assign the descendants of a node around it, as explained above, and
proceed recursively upwards. Since trees can be repositioned by "shifting"
on the graph without changing the communication cost, the whole assignment
will also be optimal. The problem of searching for the nearest nodes can be
solved in polynomial time by breadth-first search or, more generally, by
applying Dijkstra's algorithm [2]. •
We should be able to test whether a graph is affine or not. Because of the
involvement of the notion of isomorphism, this problem can be easily reduced
to the graph isomorphism problem in polynomial time. There is évidence [5],
that the graph isomorphism problem is not AT-complete, but an algorithm
for it in P has not yet been found. However, there exist polynomial algorithms
for the graph isomorphism problem (and consequently for our problem), if
the problem is restricted to degree bounded graphs [12]. Since the graphs
considered hère represent interconnections of processors, this constraint is
not always so restrictive.
It can also be mentionned that there exists a technique based on group
theory, which produces ail point symmetrie graphs ([4], p. 108, 111, [13]).
We shall not elaborate this subject further, because we have no conclusive
évidence that affine graphs represent all that we should be looking for. It is
possible that Proposition 3 holds also for other-wider —classes of graphs.

3. TIME CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCLUSION

The above introduced two-phase method tries to minimize the communication cost and, in the course of doing so, seems to assign too many tasks to
neighbouring processors during the fîrst phase, thus increasing the lower
bound of the timing searched for during the second phase. Nevertheless, let
us consider as an example a set of tasks arranged as a full tree of outdegree d and height h to be executed on a simple machine cônsisting of a
long enough line of processors. This case has some bad features: it is a
shallow tree which makes the parallelization algorithm overschedule the
processor executing the root task. No sequential exécution of these
N= (dh+ 1- \)l(d— 1) tasks can take less than N units of time. Their parallelization, done as explained above, assigns the root of the tree to some processor.
Let nitj dénote the number of tasks of the z-th level of the tree (O^i^Lh)
assigned to a processor at distance j from the "central" processor executing
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the root task. Suppose d=2r+\ for easiness. By the recursive way of
assigning tasks, we have that n{tj is equal to the sum of
n(i_1)kfor
k=j—r, . . . j + r. With the root at f=0, one can verify that
nij=O(dl~x)
for ï£ 1. The number T of tasks assigned to the central processor is given by
the sum of ni0 for z = 0, . . . ,/z which is O(dh~x). This is an exponential
number of tasks (with respect to d), but we already had an exponential
number of tasks, namely N~O{dh). However, we used only W—O(h^d)
processors. Therefore, the product T* Wis O(N\ogN), so this parallelization
is not optimal but only for a log N factor. (In fact the factor is slightly less.
Numerical results suggest a logN/loglogN factor.) Can we achieve more?
We suggest to redefine par to include pairs of nodes having a commön
ancestor situated two levels above them (instead of one), thus obtaining <i2
instead of d (and proceed in a similar manner for higher degree accélération).
Since the Optimal Linear Arrangement is polynomially solvable for trees, we
do have some hope that a parallelization can be found in polynomial time
achieving greater accélération. We need more on this point, since a knowledge
of the structure of the neighbourhoods of nodes on affme or point symmetrie
graphs seems necessary.
The problem of fmding an optimal parallelization for a given algorithm is
complemented by the problem of finding an optimal timing that respects the
parallelization. The latter is a well known problem in computer science
(precedence constrained scheduling) [6]. Even simple instances of this problem
are A^P-complete and, hence, impractical to solve. There is, however, a case
(and may well be more) that fits to our model: if the partial ordering of the
tasks is a cyclic collection of trees, then the problem of the optimal timing
can be solved in polynomial time [9]. This means that, on a large category
of machines, a class of problems accepts an optimal parallelization and, in
the sequel, an optimal timing that can be determined in polynomial time.
In our case, we can look forward to something more: the parallelization
obtained is not arbitrary, but respects the relation par. It might be possible
to take advantage of this fact, perhaps varying par itself, in order to enlarge
the class of problems ("machines" and "computations"), for which the
optimal timing can be found in polynomial time.
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